Abstract. We find boundaries of Borel-Serre compactifications of locally symmetric spaces, for which any filling is incompressible. We prove this result by showing that these boundaries have small singular models and using these models to obstruct compressions. We also show that small singular models of boundaries obstruct S 1 -actions (and more generally homotopically trivial Z/p-actions) on interiors of aspherical fillings. We use this to bound the symmetry of complete Riemannian metrics on such interiors in terms of the fundamental group. We also use small singular models to simplify the proofs of some already known theorems about moduli spaces (the minimal orbifold theorem and a topological analogue of Royden's theorem).
Introduction
Let ∂ be a closed, connected (n − 1)-manifold. A filling of ∂ is a compact n-manifold M with boundary ∂. It is called compressible if the manifold M can be homotoped 1 to the boundary ∂. Otherwise, it is called incompressible. For instance, the disk D 2 is a compressible filling of S 1 while the torus with a disk removed T 2 1 := T 2 \ D 2 is not. In dimension two, the closed orientable surfaces have compressible fillings (by handlebodies).
Question 1. Suppose ∂ is a boundary. Does it have a compressible filling?
This paper shows for various boundaries ∂ that all π 1 -injective 2 fillings (M, ∂) are incompressible. In some instances we show that a boundary has no compressible fillings at all. Theorem 2. Let Γ < SL(Z 4k ) be a finite index, torsion free subgroup 3 , and let ∂ be the boundary of the Borel-Serre compactification of the locally symmetric manifold Γ \ SL(R 4k )/ SO(4k). Then every filling of ∂ is incompressible.
There are obstructions of different types. One has to do with the homotopy type of the universal cover ∂. It can happen that not enough of the homology in ∂ is represented by spheres to allow for a compression. This happens, for instance, for the complex projective 3-space CP 3 . The other 1 We are allowed to move the boundary ∂ in the course of the homotopy. 2 A filling is π1-injective if the map ∂ ֒→ M is a π1-injection. 3 For instance, the finite index subgroup Γ := ker(SL(Z 4k )) → SL(F obstruction has to do with the action of the fundamental group on the universal cover ∂. One can use it to show that all π 1 -injective fillings of ∂((T 2 1 ) d ) are incompressible. It is also the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2. π 1 -injective fillings. The main step in the proof of Theorem 2 is showing that the π 1 -injective fillings are incompressible. This is done by showing that covers ∂ of the boundaries ∂ have singular models (spherical Tits buildings) that are small in a sense that we will now describe.
Small singular models. Let ∂ → ∂ be a connected regular cover with covering group Γ. A singular model of ∂ is a Γ-complex C whose Borel quotient 4 C × Γ EΓ is homotopy equivalent to ∂. 5 It is small if, in addition, C is a flag complex, and for any pair of disjoint simplices σ and τ in C the homological dimension stabilizers is bounded by 6 hdim(St Γ (σ)) + |σ| ≤ dim(∂), (1) hdim(St Γ (σ) ∩ St Γ (τ )) + |σ| + |τ | < dim(∂). (2) Remark. It follows from the spectral sequence H * (BΓ; C * (C)) =⇒ H * (C × Γ EΓ) = H * (∂) that there are always simplices σ in C for which (1) is an equality.
Theorem 3.
If some connected Γ-cover ∂ → ∂ has a small singular model, the any π 1 -injective filling ∂ ֒→ M is incompressible.
Remark. If Γ = π 1 ∂ and ∂ ∼ ∨S q−1 then any π 1 -isomorphic filling (M, ∂) has a nontrivial (n − q)-dimensional fundamental homology class e. 7 In this case, the proof of Theorem 3 can be interpreted as showing that this fundametal class e is "stuck" in the interior of the filling and cannot be compressed to the boundary ∂.
Simply connected manifolds do not have small singular models. At the other extreme, a single point is a small singular model for the universal cover of any aspherical manifold. More interestingly, (some) Borel-Serre boundaries of locally symmetric manifolds and Harvey-Ivanov boundaries of moduli spaces are a source of small singular models.
. This space has fundamental group Γ = F d 2 . Let ∂ be the boundary of M . The Γ-cover of the boundary ∂ → ∂ has a small singular model that is a d-fold join of infinite discrete sets. Explicitly, let Space of closed hyperbolic surfaces of genus g. Let Σ g be a closed orientable surface of genus g ≥ 2, and denote by Γ a finite index torsion free subgroup of the extended mapping class group π 0 Homeo(Σ g ). LetṀ be the finite (orbifold) cover of moduli space 9 corresponding to the subgroup Γ. It is can be compactified to a compact manifold-with-boundary (M, ∂) (the Harvey-Ivanov compactification). Its Γ-cover ( M , ∂) is homotopy equivalent to ( * , ∨S 2g−2 ), and the curve complex of Σ g is a singular model for ∂. Simply connected fillings. Simply connected fillings of non-simply connected boundaries are often incompressible, and this can be detected by comparing the effect of a hypothetical compression on homotopy groups with its effect on homology groups (see Proposition 16). Using this method, we show that simply connected fillings of ∂((T 2 1 ) d ) are incompressible for d ≥ 2, and also that simply connected fillings of Borel-Serre boundaries corresponding to finite index torsion free subgroups of SL(Z 4k ) are incompressible, establishing Theorem 2.
Remark. Pettet and Souto showed [8] that Borel-Serre compactifications of finite volume, complete, nonpositively curved locally symmetric manifolds are always incompressible fillings (of their Borel-Serre boundaries). Their result was a major motivation for this paper. Their approach is to show that maximal flat tori are "stuck" in the interior of a locally symmetric manifold and cannot be homotoped out to the end. This does not work for moduli space because the maximal abelian subgroups are peripheral. So one has to find something else that is "stuck" in the interior, namely the fundamental class e. An interesting feature of the resulting argument turned out to be that it only depends on the boundary ∂ (it has to have a small singular model) and not at all on the topology of the filling. So, even for the Borel-Serre boundaries of locally symmetric manifolds Γ \ SL(R m )/ SO(m) the main result of this paper is new because it applies to any filling (not just the locally symmetric one).
Homotopically trivial Z/p-actions. Let (M, ∂) be a compact manifoldwith-boundary. If M is aspherical, then the compressibility question is closely related to the following question. If M is an aspherical manifold with centerless fundamental group 10 , then Smith theory can be used to localize the F p -topology of the interiorṀ to the fixed point set F of a homotopically trivial Z/p-action. From the point of view of F p -homology, the interiorṀ looks like a regular neighborhood of F . This can be used to obstruct homotopically trivial Z/p-actions when the π 1 M -cover of the boundary ∂ has a small singular model. We do this (using the method developed in [1] ) when ∂ is homotopy equivalent to a (possibly infinite) wedge of spheres ∨S q−1 of a single dimension q − 1.
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Theorem 7. Suppose the pair ( M , ∂) is homotopy equivalent to ( * , ∨S q−1 ) and ∂ has a small singular model. Suppose further that π 1 M is centerless. Then any homotopically trivial Z/p-action on the interiorṀ of M is trivial.
Applications to moduli spaces. One consequence of Theorem 7 (using work of Ivanov) is that moduli space is a minimal orbifold
12
. A further consequence (using work of Farb and Weinberger) is that for any complete, finite volume, Riemannian (or Finsler) metric h on moduli space, the isometry group of its lift h to the universal cover is the extended mapping class group (see section 8).
10 If the fundamental group has trivial center, any homotopically trivial action onṀ lifts to the universal cover, and one can usefully apply Smith theory to the lifted action.
11 This seems to be a simplifying assumption and we expect the theorem to be true without it. The examples of small singular models in this paper have ∂ ∼ ∨S q−1 . If one finds natural examples without this concentration, then it might be worthwhile to try and prove a more general version of this theorem.
12 It is not a finite orbifold cover of a smaller orbifold.
Symmetries ofṀ . Let g be a complete Riemannian metric on the interioṙ M . Theorems 3 and 7 can be used to bound the isometry group of g purely in terms of the fundamental group. Isometries permute loops inṀ and this gives a homomorphism
Corollary 8. Let g be a complete Riemannian metric on the interiorṀ . If (M, ∂) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 7, then ρ is injective. In other words, g has no homotopically trivial isometries.
The obstruction α M . Homotoping M into its boundary is the same thing as finding a homotopy section M → ∂ of the inclusion ∂ ֒→ M . The primary obstruction to doing this as a cohomology class α M ∈ H q (M ; D) with coefficients in the Γ-module D := H q−1 ( ∂).
Proposition 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, α M = 0.
A computation in Γ-equivariant homology
In this section, homology is with coefficients in Z or
. The goal of this section is the following Proposition.
Proposition 10. If C is a flag complex and for every pair of disjoint simplices σ and τ in C we have
The simplicial diagonal. We will use the simplicial diagonal
Clearly the diagonal inclusion s factors as C ֒→ ∆ ֒→ C × C. Moreover, if p 1 : C × C → C is the projection to the first factor and p := p 1 | ∆ is its restriction to the simplicial diagonal, then the fibre
where ∆ v is the union of all simplices in C containing v. It can also be expressed as ∆ v = v * Lk(v). More generally, for any simplex σ in C, the inverse image of the interiorσ of that simplex is
where ∆ σ is the union of all simplices in C containing σ, and can also be expressed as
Proof outline. The proof of the Proposition consists of three steps.
• Show that the inclusion s : C ֒→ ∆ is an H Γ * -isomorphism, • Prove the fiberwise 13 vanishing result
which assembles the fiberwise vanishing (9) into the global vanishing
≥n−1 -isomorphism, which together with the first bullet proves the Proposition.
Proof of first bullet. For a pair of points x, y ∈ ∆, there is a unique simplex σ so that x ∈σ and y ∈ ∆ σ . The points y and x are connected by a straight line segment in ∆ σ . So, we can define a "straight line" homotopy h t : ∆ → ∆ with h 0 (x, y) = (x, y) and h 1 (x, y) = (x, x). This homotopy is clearly a Γ-map. Therefore, the identity map id ∆ is Γ-homotopic to a map that factors as a composition of Γ-maps ∆ p → C s ֒→ ∆, where p = p 1 | ∆ is the projection to the first factor restricted to ∆. On the other hand, the composition C s ֒→ ∆ p → C is equal to the identity map id C . Therefore s is a Γ-homotopy equivalence, so it induces an H Γ * -isomorphism.
Proof of second bullet. Denote by N (σ) = ∪ σ∩τ =∅ τ the union of the simplices intersecting σ. The bound on stabilizers (2) for disjoint simplices σ and τ can be rewritten as
and this implies that for i + j ≥ n − 1 − |σ| we have
where the sum is over St Γ (σ)-orbits of j-simplices τ that are disjoint from σ. Putting this into the equivariant homology spectral sequence 14 for the pair 13 We call this fiberwise vanishing because p −1 (x) ∩ (C × C, ∆) = x × (C, ∆σ) where x ∈σ is a point in the interior of σ.
14 For a a group Γ and Γ-complexes Y ⊂ X this is the spectral sequence
Since C is a flag complex, the union N (σ) is acyclic. The set ∆ σ = σ * Lk(σ) is clearly a St Γ (σ)-invariant subset of N (σ), and it is also acyclic. Therefore,
Together with (15), this implies (14) H
Notation. Below, we will be looking at the product chains on C × C × EΓ and various subcomplexes formed out of this. As Γ-modules, all chain complexes will be submodules of the the product
The differentials on these complexes will always be obtained from the differentials on C * (C) and C * (EΓ) by forming total complexes, restricting to subcomplexes and/or taking quotients. In the proof below we will use the following convention: C * (X × Y ) will always denote the total chain complex
On computing relative equivariant homology. Suppose that Y is a Γ-subcomplex of a free Γ-complex X. Then the relative equivariant homology H Γ * (X, Y ) can be computed as the ordinary homology of the complex of coinvariants of the relative cellular chain complex C * (X, Y ) Γ . The reason is that, when we use cellular chains, applying coinvariants to
preserves exactness because, as a sequence of Γ-modules (not Γ-chain complexes!) the sequence (15) splits: the Γ-module
More generally, if X is a Γ-complex that is not necessarily free, then we can compute H Γ * (X, Y ) as the homology of the complex C * (X×EΓ, Y ×EΓ) Γ where C * (X × EΓ, Y × EΓ) is the relative complex of cellular product chains.
Proof of third bullet. Let
be the complex of product chains and C * (∆ × EΓ) the subcomplex of those product chains that are supported on ∆ × EΓ. Our goal will be to compute the Γ-equivariant homology of the pair (C × C, ∆). We will do this via a double complex spectral sequence of a complex (E * , * ) Γ described below.
Both of the differentials of the double complex C * (C) ⊗ C * (C × EΓ) preserve C * (∆ × EΓ), so it is also the total complex of a double complex which we will denote by C * , * (∆ × EΓ). The (single) complex C i, * (∆ × EΓ) decomposes as a direct sum
is precisely a product whose second factor α is supported on p −1 (x) = ∆ σ , where x ∈σ is a point in the interior of σ. Now, take the quotient double complex
The two bullets below follow directly from (16) and the definition (17).
• E i, * decomposes as a direct sum of relative chain complexes
• The total complex of E * , * is T ot(E * , * ) = C * (C × C × EΓ, ∆ × EΓ).
Next, we look at the Γ-action on E * , * .
• The Γ-coinvariants of E * , * are the double complex with (i, j)-th entry
where the sum is now over Γ-orbits of i-simplices Γ · σ in C/Γ.
• The total complex of (E * , * ) Γ is (obviously) the same as the Γ-invariants of the total complex of E * , * , so
So, the 15 spectral sequence associated to (E * , * ) Γ has the form
We conclude from the second bullet that the left hand side of the spectral sequence (21) vanishes for i + j ≥ n − 1 and consequently
This finishes the proof of the Proposition.
15 Actually, one of the two spectral sequences associated to this double complex.
No homotopy section (Proof of Theorem 3)
Next, we use Proposition 10 to obstruct homotopy sections of ∂ ֒→ M .
Proposition 11. Suppose ∂ → ∂ is a connected Γ-cover and let ∂ ֒→ M be a π 1 -injective filling. If ∂ has a small singular model C, then ∂ ֒→ M has no homotopy section.
Proof. Let C be a small singular model for ∂. Then there is a homotopy equivalence h : ∂ → C that is also a Γ-map. Such a map induces an H Γ * -isomorphism
be the diagonal map. Look at the commutative diagram (25)
The map s * is an isomorphism by Proposition 10, so δ * is also an isomorphism. The composition i * δ * is injective because it is induced by a section of the bundle M → ∂ × Γ M → ∂. Since δ * is an isomorphism, the map i * is also injective. Suppose there is a homotopy section c : M → ∂ of ∂ ֒→ M . Then i * is surjective (because it has a section of the form (x, y) → (x, cy)) and then all homology groups in the diagram above are isomorphic to Z. So, the map
is an H n−1 -isomorphism, and hence the flipped map (x, y) → (cx, y) is, as well 16 . So, the composite x → (x, x) → (x, cx) → (cx, cx) is an H n−1 -isomorphism. But, this composite map factors as ∂ ֒→ M → ∂ × Γ ∂, so it is zero on H n−1 because ∂ bounds M . This gives a contradiction, so there is no homotopy section c.
Proposition 11 is a restatement of Theorem 3, so we are now done with the proof of that theorem.
2.1.
Since the group Γ is torsion-free, these two groups have the same homological dimension. So, we can use poinwise stabilizers when verifying (2) . In the case of the curve complex the inequality for pointwise stabilizers we need to prove has the following form.
Lemma 12. Let A be a collection of disjoint simple closed curves and B another collection of disjoint simple closed curves, such that no two curves in A ∪ B are homotopic. Then
For the proof we recall the virtual homological dimension of various mapping class groups, which was computed by Harer in [5] . Let d(g, r, s) be the virtual homological dimension of a connected genus g surface with r punctures 17 and s boundary components. For 2g + s + r > 2
• If Γ s g,r is the mapping class group of a genus g surface with s punctures and r boundary components, then the stabilizer of a curve is either isomorphic to Γ s+1 g−1,r+1 (if the curve is not separating) or to
where g = g 1 + g 2 , s = s 1 + s 2 , and r = r 1 + r 2 (if the curve is separating).
Proof. The proof consists of several steps. First, we will show the inequality in the case |A| = 0. We induct on B, starting with the case when |B| = 3g−3 is as large as possible. In this case, the curves in B form a pair of pants decomposition of the surface and the stabilizer of B is the free abelian group Z 3g−3 consisting of Dehn twists about the curves in B. Thus, (30) hdim(Stab{B})+|A|−1+|B|−1 = (3g−3)+0−1+(3g−3)−1 = 6g−8 < 6g−7.
Moreover, if we remove a curve from B, the homological dimension of the stabilizer increases at most by one, so the inequality follows. Now, we will deal with the case |B| = 3g − 3 and any A. In this situation, the set A intersects at least |A| curves of B. (If A intersects fewer than |A| curves of B, then we can replace the curves of B by the curves of A and get more than 3g − 3 simple closed curves on the surface, which is a contradiction.) Thus, the stabilizer of A ∪ B is at most Z 3g−3−|A| (since the Dehn twists about curves that intersect A are no longer in the stabilizer.) Again, this gives the inequality we need.
Finally, we do the general case by inducting on |B| from the top. Note that we can assume that A intersects at least |A| curves of B (if not, then replacing the curves of B by curves of A we get a set B ′ with more curves than B.) Thus, again the stabilizer of A ∪ B has homological dimension ≤ hdim(Stab Γ (B)) − |A|, and the inequality follows. A flag is standard if it is a subflag of (31). Denote by St(E * ) the stabilizer in GL(R m ) of the flag E * ⊗ Q R. If E * is a standard flag then, in the ordered basis {e 1 , . . . , e m } it consists of block upper triangular matrices.
Lemma 13. Suppose F 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F r is a standard flag, w ∈ W is a permutation and wF k = F k for every k. Then, there are at least r matrix entries above the diagonal that are identically zero on St(wF * ).
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Proof. Let |V | be the dimension of the vector space V . Since w does not preserve
• if i ∈ I k and g ∈ St(wF * ), then g w(i),w(j k ) = 0. So for any i ∈ I k , (w(i), w(j k )) is an above diagonal matrix entry that is identically zero on G. Also, if there is a smallest index l such that w(
So, let k(1) = 1, let k(t + 1) be the smallest index such that w(j k(t) ) ≤ |F k(t+1) | (when such an index exists) and let k(q) be the last index. Then (32)
) are all distinct, we conclude that there are at least r above diagonal matrix entries that are identically zero on St(wF * ).
Corollary 14.
19 If two flags E * and F * are disjoint 20 then
Proof. We may assume that E * is a standard flag, and F * is a translate of a standard flag by some element w ∈ W . Moreover, if an element F k in F * is standard, then we can move it from F * to E * . This decreases the right hand side of inequality (33) by one and the left hand side by at least one. So, we may assume none of the elements of F * are standard, i.e. that wF k = F k for all k. By Lemma 13, there are at least r = length(F * ) matrix entries above the diagonal that are identically zero on St(F * ). On the other other hand, St(E * ) is a group of block upper triangular matrices all of whose above diagonal entries are non-zero. Consequently, St(E * )∩St(F * ) is a submanifold in St(E * ) of codimension ≥ r.
Splitting the stabilizer. Write a flag E * as
The number of distinct subspaces E i is the length of E * , denoted length(E * ). (Above, length(E * ) = r). We will also use the conventions E 0 = 0 and E r+1 = Q m . The associated graded vector space of the flag E * is
The stabilizer St(E * ) acts on this graded vector space Gr(E * ) and the subgroup N of elements that act trivially is nilpotent. Associated to this action is a splitting of St(E * ) as a semidirect product
GL(E i+1 /E i ) .
19 I.e., in the space of flags in R m , the St(E * )-orbit of F * has dimension ≥ length(F * ). 20 This means Ei = Fj for any i, j.
Intersections of flags. Now, denote by E * and F * the flags corresponing to simplices σ and τ , respectively.
21 The flag F * defines a flag F i * := (E i+1 ∩ F * )/(E i ∩F * ) in each of the vector spaces E i+1 /E i . Since σ and τ are disjoint, the vector space F j is not part of the flag E * , so it is not preserved by the stabilizer St(E * ). Consequently, one (or both) of the following must be true (otherwise it would follow from (34) that every element of St(E * ) preserves F j ):
for some i, or (2) the nilpotent group N does not preserve F j , i.e. N F j = F j .
Let F 0 * be the subflag of F * consisting of those spaces F j that do not satisfy (1) . By Corollary 14, the St(E * )-orbit of F 0 * has dimension ≥ length(F 0 * ). Since the M i fix F 0 * , equation (34) implies the N -orbit of (F 0 * ) also has dimension ≥ length (F 0 * ). So,
and let V ij :=
, so that the associated graded of F i * is
Now, the stabilizer of F i * splits as
where N i is the nilpotent group that acts trivially on the associated graded Gr(F i * ). Let M 1 ij < GL(V ij ) be the subgroup of matrices of determinant ±1 and denote
This is a Lie subgroup of GL(R
We can rewrite this conclusion as
where ∂ is the Borel-Serre boundary.
Next we will prove the following claim.
Claim. For any torsionfree subgroup Γ < SL(Z m ) we have
Together with (36) this claim implies that the complex of flags is a small singular model for the Γ-cover ∂ → ∂ of the Borel-Serre boundary.
Proof of claim. We will need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 15. Suppose γ ∈ GL(Q m ) is an element whose characteristic polynomial p γ (t) := det(t − γ) has integer coefficients and
Proof. First, since p γ (t) is a monic polynomial with integer coefficients, any root λ of p γ (t) is an algebraic integer. Second, p γ (0) = ± det(γ) = ±1. Therefore p γ (t) = t · q(t) ± 1 for some monic polynomial with integer coefficients q(t). The inverse λ −1 can be expressed as λ −1 = ±q(λ), so it is also an algebraic integer. Note that γ acts on the associated graded vector space V ⊕(Q m /V ) ∼ = Q m with the same characteristic polynomial, so p γ factors as
Let λ 1 , . . . , λ dim(V ) be the roots of the polynomial det(t − γ | V ). Since the λ i are also roots of p γ (t) both det(γ | V ) = ±λ 1 · · · · · λ dim(V ) and its inverse det(γ | V ) −1 are algebraic integers. Since det(γ | V ) ∈ Q is a rational number this implies both det(γ | V ) and det(γ | V ) −1 are integers, which can only happen if det(γ | V ) = ±1. By (40) we also get det(γ | (Q m /V ) ) = ±1.
Applying this lemma repeatedly, we conclude that the group
acts on V ij by matrices of determinant ±1. Therefore S < G. Since S is a torsionfree, discrete subgroup of G, it acts by covering translations on the quotient G/K. Since G/K is contractible 22 we conclude that hdim(S) ≤ dim(G/K). This finishes the proof of the claim and thus also finishes the proof of Proposition 4.
Simply connected fillings (Finishing the proof of Theorem 2)
Proposition 16. Suppose ∂ ∼ ∨S q−1 . If ∂ has a compressible, simply connected filling then H * (∂) is torsionfree and H k (∂) = 0 for k / ∈ {0, q − 1, n − q, n − 1}.
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Proof. Suppose c : M → ∂ is a compression of a simply connected, compressible filling (M, ∂).
• Since M is simply connected, the compression c lifts to a homotopy section c : M → ∂ of ∂ → M . So, since ∂ is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of (q − 1)-spheres, M is also homotopy equivalent to a (possibly smaller) wedge of (q−1)-spheres. In particular, the reduced homology H * (M ) is torsionfree and concentrated in dimension q − 1.
• Using the compression c : M → ∂ and Poincare duality we get
So, since H * (M ) is torsionfree and concentrated in dimension q − 1, H * (∂) is also torsionfree and concentrated in dimensions {0, q−1, n− q, n − 1}.
Example. H 1 (BF 2 2 ) = 0 so we conclude from 24 Proposition 16 that for d ≥ 2 every simply connected filling of ∂((T 2 1 ) d ) is incompressible. Example. For any m ≥ 4 there is a finite index torsionfree subgroup Γ < SL(Z m ) whose abelianization H 1 (BΓ) is nontrivial 25 . Since the corresponding Borel-Serre boundary ∂ has fundamental group Γ, H 1 (∂) = H 1 (BΓ) and we conclude from Proposition 16 that every simply connected filling of ∂ is incompressible.
22 It is built from symmetric manifolds by taking products and fibre bundles with simply connected nilpotent fibres.
23 Here the dimension of ∂ is n − 1. 
Notation
For the rest of the paper, we assume ( M , ∂) ∼ ( * , ∨S q−1 ). Let Γ = π 1 M be the fundamental group and let D = H q−1 (∨S q−1 ) be the reduced homology Γ-module. We also assume that Γ has trivial center.
No homotopically trivial Z/p-actions (proof of Theorem 7)
In this section we use F p -coefficients. The proof is via the method in [1] . We refer the reader to that paper for more details.
The bundle
. Lemma 1 implies the diagonal section s is a homology isomorphism in dimensions ≥ n − 1 and consequently
It follows from the spectral sequence corresponding to
Note also that the long exact sequence, (41) and (43) imply
Set d = n − q. Let H cl be homology with closed supports and H e the homology of the end (see [1] for more on these notions). These are generalizations of relative homology and homology of the boundary, respectively, and defined in such a way that
Applications to moduli spaces
Corollary 17 (Minimal orbifold theorem). The moduli space M ± g is a minimal orbifold.
Proof. If M ± g → Q is a finite-sheeted orbifold cover then we can find a manifoldṀ → M ± g and a finite group of diffeomorphisms G ofṀ such that Q =Ṁ /G. By Proposition 5 and Theorem 7,Ṁ has no homotopically trivial Z/p-actions, so the map G → Out(π 1Ṁ ) is injective. Ivanov's computation of commensurators of mapping class groups [6] shows that | Out(
Corollary 18 (Topological analogue of Royden's theorem). If h is a complete finite volume Riemannian (or Finsler) metric on moduli space M ± g , then the isometry group I of the lifted metric h on the universal cover is the extended mapping class group.
Proof. Since h is lifted from moduli space, the extended mapping class group acts by isometries of h. Farb and Weinberger show in Theorem 1.2 of [4] that the isometry group I contains the extended mapping class group as a finite index subgroup so we get an orbifold cover M ± g →˙ M /I. By the minimal orbifold theorem this cover is trivial, i.e. the isometry group is the extended mapping class group.
Remark. In [2] these two corollaries were proved using L 2 -betti numbers instead of small singular models.
9. The obstruction α M (Description of α M and proof of Proposition 9)
There are no obstructions to building a Γ-map f : M (q−1) → ∂ that is the identity on the boundary. Such a map defines a Γ-equivariant cochain o f : C q ( M ) → H q−1 ( ∂) = D by sending each cell c to the homology class of f (∂c). This cochain is zero on the boundary, and it is actually a cocycle, so it gives an element [o f ] * ∈ H q (M, ∂; D) in the relative cohomology group. It is the obstruction to extending f to a Γ-map g : M (q) → ∂ that is still the identity on the boundary, after possibly changing f on the (q − 1)-cells to another Γ-map f ′ : M (q−1) → ∂. Such an extension g does not exist (it would give a homotopy section g of ∂ (q) ֒→ M (q) , and would imply that H q−1 ( ∂) = 0) so the cohomology class [o f ] * is non-zero. Moreover, this class does not depend on the choice of initial map f , and so we simply call it α * M . Its image in the absolute cohomology H q (M ; D) is denoted α M . It is the obstruction to extending f to M (q) after possibly changing it on some (interior or boundary) (q − 1)-chains.
Obstructing compressible fillings via multiplication in cohomology
In this section we illustrate how multiplication in the cohomology of ∂ sometimes obstructs existence of compressible fillings. Recall that a compressible filling M of ∂ gives a splitting This applies, for instance, when ∂ is a complex projective space CP n . More generally, it applies to any closed Kähler (or symplectic) manifold ∂ with b 2 (∂) = 1. Smooth complex hypersurfaces in complex projective space CP n for n ≥ 4 have this property and also generic intersections of such hypersurfaces, as long as the resulting manifold has complex dimension ≥ 3 (by the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem [3] ). Some of these manifolds are boundaries. For instance, the CP 2k+1 bound: they are total spaces of S 2 -bundles over quaternionic projective spaces HP k , so they bound the corresponding D 3 -bundles. Thus, the CP odd are boundaries with no compressible fillings. (The CP 2k do not bound. One way to see this is to note that they have nonzero signature.) Any closed orientable 6-dimensional manifold is a boundary (see [7] , where one can also find lots of information on when higher dimensional manifolds bound.) On the other hand, it seems hard to find compressible fillings of Kähler manifolds even if b 2 > 1, except when the Kähler manifold is a product with a surface ×Σ 2 or, possibly, a surface bundle with section. This suggest the following Question 21. If a closed, simply connected, 6-dimensional Kähler manifold ∂ has a compressible filling, does it split as N 4 × S 2 ?
Example. Suppose ∂ satisfies the hypotheses of the question and, in addition b 2 (∂) = 2. One can show that on the level of rational homotopy, existence of a compressible filling is equivalent to existence of a surjection of graded algebras φ :
where β is an element of degree 2. In particular, this only depends on H even (∂; Q) and not on H 3 . Let ω be the Kähler form, normalized so that ω 3 = 1. Then, the existence of φ boils down to two conditions.
• There is an element β ∈ H 2 (∂; Q) so that β 2 = 0 and β 3 = 0, and • if we write ωβ = xω 2 + yβ 2 then 28 the rational number s given by φ(ω) = sβ must satisfy s = xs 2 + y, so (2xs − 1) 2 = 1 − 4xy. In particular, 1 − 4xy must be a rational square. In some cases, (e.g. generic intersections of hypersurfaces in CP n × CP m ) one can show that there isn't even a real surjection H * (∂; R) → R[β]/β 3 , by showing that 1 − 4xy is negative.
